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    The HORACE black-and-white protocol is in the process of being issued as well be the Range1

Commanders’ Council as RCC/TCG-209.[4]
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Abstract

The HORACE protocol[5] was designed as a common medium of
exchange for digitized black-and-white television images at varying
resolutions at bit rates from below 9600 to over 50M bits per second.  At the1

time of the protocol’s creation, “hooks” were added to allow use of the
system to transmit and receive two-and three-color images from an NTSC,
RGBY, RGB, or “S-type” input and produce outputs in the same format, but
those systems remained undefined. Two systems implementing various
features of the extended color protocol have been built and demonstrated by
two different manufacturers, and an effort to standardize the protocol for all
users and manufacturers is underway.

1   Introduction

The HORACE protocol (refines an interchange specification to allow digital transmission
of television images at user-specified data rates and compression mode priorities. While
most of the video sources so far encountered for instrumentation uses are black-and-white,
the need sometimes arises to transmit a multicolor picture. Depending on the method by
which the image was generated, and depending on the use to which the received image
will be put, color resolution requirements may well be different than those obtained with
composite color or RGB transmission. Just as the HORACE protocol allows selection of
horizontal, grayscale, and temporal resolutions, a versatile color digitization scheme should
address a number of issues:



    A fourth signal, consisting of the luminance value of the scene from a fourth pickup may also2

be provided, especially in tube-type cameras to minimize the effects of registration between the
color pickups.
    The notation arises because the black-and-white signal is not a panchromatic representation of3

the color scene but rather resembles the output of a black-and-white camera behind a yellow filer.

    1. Compatibility with the existing black-arid-white protocol should be maintained.

    2. Compatibility with RGB, RGBY, composite, S-video, YIQ, YUV, and HSI-space
inputs and outputs should be inherent.

    3. Compatibility with two-color systems should be inherent.

    4. Color resolution should be adjustable by the user to fit the intended purpose.

    5. No adjustment should be required at, the decoder end no matter what options have
been selected at the encoders.

Since the addition of color to a transmission of any given resolution adds some overhead,
the user should be allowed to select the color resolution suitable for each individual
requirement. Since the user is thus in a position to determine the color resolution in this
manner, some guidance must be provided to allow an

2   Notation

A color TV picture consists of three (usually) signals representing the color values of the
original scene. These color “separations” are generally made by filtering the light entering
three panchromatic pickup devices with red, green, and blue filters. A set of these signals,
in synchronization with each other, is called an RGB signal.  Synchronization is provided2

as a fourth signal, or may be present on one or all of the three RGB component signals.
These signals may be combined by multiplexing as a single composite color signal, or fed
on two cables with the black-and-white-plus-sync (called the Y signal)  and the color3

subcarrier, which contains the two color difference signals, referred to as the
“chrominance” information. These color signals may be interpreted and decoded in several
ways, in either case using

Y = 0.30R + 0.59G + 0.11B

as the monochrome (“luminance”) signal, and the bipolar color separation signals I and Q,
where

I = 0.60R ! 0.28G ! 0.32B
and

IFT
The remainder of this sentence is missing from the published proceedings. Therefore, it was not available for inclusion in the CD-ROM.



    An object is said to be colorless if it reflects all wavelengths of light illuminating it in equal4

amounts.
    On a colorless object in HSI representation, S has zero value, in which case H is undefined,5

and if I is zero, both H and S are undefined.
    This assumes that the scanning beam is as least as arrow as the interline spacing.6

Q = 0.2IR ! 0.52G ! 0.31B
or as a signal composed of the Y signal and U and V, where

U = R ! Y
and

V = B ! Y
Note that on any signal that is “colorless”,  the I, Q, U, and V signals have zero value.4

However the color signals are produced, the ultimate aim typically is to display them as R,
G, and B signals on a display monitor. If the three signals have been kept separate
throughout the process, this recombination occurs naturally; if a multiplexing scheme is
used, matrixing may be performed within the display tube itself.

Yet another encoding method is called the HSI system, for hue, saturation, intensity. In
this system, the I signal is analogous to the Y signal in YIQ (and not the same as the I
signal in YIQ, which is bound to cause some confusion). The S signal is a unipolar signal
corresponding to saturation and independent of brightness, and the H signal is a unipolar
signal indicating the color to which the saturation signal points (for example, red could be
set at zero scale and violet at 100%, with all other colors in between).5

3   Source Limitations

The resolution of a raster-scanned television image is limited by the frame rate, by the
number of lines in a raster,  by the bandwidth of the system (which limits horizontal6

resolution), by the diference between the brightest and darkest areas reproduced (contrast
range) and by the number of levels of brightness that can be displayed between those
limits. Some of these numbers are in turn fixed by the scanning standards used, except that
rarely are the limits of the standards approached by actual hardware. Moreover, when
systems are pushed to their limits, unintended consequences can result, which can degrade
the picture in unusual (but apparent) ways, or worse, cause effects interpreted as part of
the picture that are not really present.

4   Encoding Limitations

RGB signals are almost universally never transmitted because of the limitations of the
radio spectrum, although such systems may be cabled about a building. For radio
transmission, a single encoded version of the color picture is sent as a composite. For
recording, the Y signal might be recorded on one track and the U and V time compressed
and alternately recorded on another. Composite and component transmissions and



    This separation does not increase the bandwidth of the luminance or the chrominance signals7

(in fact, chrominance resolution is generally still quite restricted ), but does prevent interaction
between them, giving the resulting picture an improved appearance.
    This is an analog rather than a digital limit, so sampling theory limits don’t apply here.8

    This resolution is a digital limit.9

    Some NTSC broadcast encoders use equal 1.5-MHZ bandwidths for both color signals, to10

which the FCC has not yet objected.

recordings limit bandwidth, resolution, and dynamic range of the individual components in
ways that will (it is hoped) still allow reconstruction of the original RGB signal without
noticeable degradation.

4.1   NTSC Encoding

An NTSC composite color video signal has the I and Q signals modulating a subcarrier
whose frequency is exactly 455/2 times the horizontal line frequency, allowing the
subcarrier and its attributes to be interleaved spectrally between the harmonics of the
horizontal sweep rate of the Y signal. As a consequence, some interaction occurs between
the luminance and chrominance signals that can be mitigated but never eliminated.[3, 6]
One purpose of the NTSC transmission format is to allow broadcast compatibility with
black-and-white sources and receivers, consequently the color signal produced is
somewhat of a compromise. The best quality transmissions through the HORACE system
are thus those which derive from true RGB or RGBY signals not yet degraded by the
NTSC encoding process—even if an NTSC composite is desired at the receiver. An “S”
signal is the same as an NTSC composite, except that the Y signal is fed on one cable as a
standard black-and-white signal, and the 3.58-MHZ subcarrier containing the two chroma
signals is sent on a second cable.7

The NTSC standard has no upper frequency limit for black-and-white signals, but the
transmission system used for broadcasting limits the upper frequency response of the
signal to 4.2 MHZ because of the presence of a sound subcarrier at 4.5 MHZ with
sidebands extending as far as ±250 kHz. This limits the number of distinct pixels in the
horizontal line to about 450,  although a resolution comparable to that available in the8

vertical direction would require about 6 MHZ. Pictures from systems with greater
frequency response need not be limited in this way for HORACE encoding, and in fact can
have user-selected resolutions from 256 to 1800 pixels per line.  By the same token,9

pictures with lower resolution need not be sampled at excessively high horizontal
resolution. An example of a lower-resolution NTSC image is the output of a standard VHS
tape recorder, whose response is about half that of a broadcast signal.

The NTSC standards do specify limits on the resolutions of the I and Q signals,
however. The I channel is limited to a maximum of 1.5 MHZ, slightly more than one-third
that of the luminance (Y) channel, and the Q channel is limited still further to 500 kHz.10

To make these lower-resolution color blobs appear where they should appear at the



   Interestingly, VHS color signals are limited to slightly over 600 kHz as well, which is11

somewhat commensurate with the reduced luminance resolution afforded by the medium, but
S-VHS machines, whose luminance resolution is greater than the broadcast limit is still restricted
to a chrominance resolution of about 600 kHz. This is not a limitation of the “S” system, but of
the recording process.
    A “high definition” picture is defined as one which has a vertical resolution in excess of the12

“standard” 525 or 625 lines. Various systems have been proposed with 768 to over 2000 lines,
most with aspect ratios other than the standard 4:3.

receiver, it is necessary to delay the I signal slightly and the Y signal more extremely. Note
that while the horizontal resolution of the color signals are limited by bandwidth, there is
no equivalent color resolution limit below that of monochrome in the vertical direction.

The use of unequal bandwidths in the NTSC system is based on the observation that the
acuity of the human eye to a color change is greatest in the orange-to-blue direction (the
approximate I axis, and least in the green-to-purple direction (the Q axis).[6] Acuities are
lower still when the two colors are not saturated, or when the luminance is lower. As a
consequence, most television receivers limit the frequency response of both the I and Q
signals, however decoded, to no more than 600 kHz each.11

4.2   PAL Encoding

PAL (for Phase Alternation Line) encoding is similar to NTSC except that the meaning
of the phase of the subcarrier is reversed at the end of each line. As a consequence, the
phase information from one line to the next can be compared in the receiver, and the effect
of phase errors in transmission removed. Depending upon the implementation of this
feature, the vertical resolution for the color signal decreases or color saturation decreases
when phase errors are present. However, a PAL receiver need not have a “hue” control.

4.3   SECAM Encoding

SECAM (for Sequential Coleur à Mémoire), alternating lines transmit the Y signal at
baseband, and either the U or V signal on a subcarrier. The missing U or V component is
taken (by use of a delay line) from the previous line, hence the color resolution in the
vertical direction is decreased by one-half in each field scan. This assumes that very little
change has occurred in the vertical direction in the color signal from the previous line,
often (but not always) a good approximation. The effect of interlace on vertical color
resolution depends on the nature of the scene transmitted.

4.4   HDTV Color Resolution

With high-definition , the requirement for compatibility with existing black-and-white12

receivers is not an issue (there are no existing HDTV black-and-white receivers), but the



    The U signal is sent on odd-numbered lines, starting with the first line in each field.13

issue of bandwidth conservation is still critical. A standard analog system for 1125-line,
60-field HDTV uses 20 MHZ for the green channel and 10 MHZ each for the red and blue
channels. As a consequence of this, the green channel must be delayed by about 13
nanoseconds to make the edges of colorless brightness transitions still look relatively
colorless as they should.

5   Significance of Chroma Resolution

While encoded signals with reduced chroma resolution produce a signal whose quality is
nearly indistinguishable from an RGB original on most scenes as viewed by a human eye,
the “standard” encoding methods may or may not be suitable for instrumentation uses. On
any given scene, most objects are of fairly low chroma saturation, so the differences
produced in the color separations are small. Standard color pictures are typically “white
balanced” so that an object which is in fact white is transmitted that way no matter what
the color spectrum of the scene illuminant is. This white balancing reduces the information
content of the color separation signals still further.

None of these assumptions is very accurate if the three colors transmitted are not the
normal transmission primaries but rather, for example, a black-and-white image, the same
scene as viewed by an infrared pickup, and a radar image, for example, nor does “white
balance” have any distinct meaning.

The HORACE color system is normally configured so that the U and V signals are sent
on alternating lines after the monochrome image is sent.  Each chrominance pixel in the13

horizontal line represents eight, four, two, or one luminance pixels in the same line. A
higher vertical resolution mode is possible wherein the U and V codes are both sent on
each line, which, when combined with the use of the one chrominance pixel per luminance
pixel resolution mode produces essentially equal resolution for each separation. The 8:1
reduction in the horizontal direction may seem extreme, but is about the same as that
obtained with S-VHS. The reduced vertical resolution from alternate-line encoding will be
apparent only in some instances normally involving sharp vertical edges. Since these
resolutions may be switched by the user, experimentation with the actual input signals is
possible.

As the number of gray scale steps is restricted in the HORACE system to allow signal
compression, the number and size of chrominance steps is also restricted. This effect is
less pronounced in color than in black-and-white, however.



    No matter what subcarrier frequency is used, the subcarrier is quite obvious on a “grabbed”14

field or frame.

6   Noninterlaced Signals

Standard NTSC signals (and almost all other systems) are interlaced, meaning that the
vertical scanning rate is twice the “frame” rate, and alternate lines are scanned in each
vertical sweep (“field”). As a consequence of this interlacing, objects must remain in the
same location for two fields (which may or may not be in the same frame) to be resolved
to the full extent in the vertical direction. When the scene is of objects in motion, display
of two subsequent fields smears the object or, if a 60 Hz shutter is used, displays two
distinct objects. For this reason, in many instrumentation applications (and for that matter,
for slow-motion “instant replay” of football), a noninterlaced picture is used. In these
cases, the horizontal repetition rate is decreased from 15,750 to 15,720 (assuming 60 Hz
vertical scanning rate). For NTSC composite color systems, where the color subcarrier and
vertical and horizontal frequencies are derived from a single source, the color subcarrier
may or may not be half of an odd multiple of the horizontal rate and thus may make
objectionable artifacts on the screen, especially with black-and-white monitors.  If the14

color subcarrier’s spectral components are not interleaved with the spectral components of
the luminance signal, serious artifacts will be created in both the luminance and
chrominance channels that cannot be removed at the receiver.[6] Consequently, reduction
of the horizontal resolution to eliminate the color subcarrier and most of its lower sideband
may be required although trapping just the subcarrier itself might suffice on many images.

7   Two-Color Systems

Two-color systems have been used to give the effect of full color in things like early
technicolor movies. Because of the nature of NTSC, a decoding in the receiver of just one
color difference, pretty close to that created by the I information, can provide something
that looks a lot like a color representation of the scene. Transmitting a single color
separation, be in NTSC or with an analog or digital component system simplifies the
transmitting system and (in component systems) decreases the total bandwidth or bit rate
as well. Systems that aren’t really a color representation of the original scene, such as a
video camera combined with similar data provided by an infrared camera or a radar
scanner, may only provide two inputs for transmission.

8   White Balance

Even in scenes containing many saturated colored objects, the average reflected spectrum
is typically very near evenly distributed, hence the spectrum of the illumination on the
scene, and not the scene itself, determines the average color. Since the eye does not
respond favorably to preservation of the spectrum of the illumination source, adjustments



    This white balance object is preferably very reflective, and cannot be black.15

    Called “scramble” adjustment, this type of balance fails if a large, saturated object, such as a16

fire truck, predominates in the scene.

are made to the gains of the red, green and blue signals to produce equal outputs on some
object in the scene known (or presumed to be) colorless,  or the scene is adjusted so that15

the average outputs of the three channels are equal.  In either case, minimization of the16

color difference information by white balancing works to the advantage of an adaptive
system such as HORACE, since a decrease in the amount of information in the color
separation signals decreases the bit rate necessary to transmit it. However, given the nature
of instrumentation television, white balance on the transmitting end may not be possible,
so the system must be able to handle such unbalanced pictures without overload. In other
instances, when the color separations provided aren’t “real” colors, but infrared, radar,
microwave, ultra-violet, X-ray, or whatever, white balance may be illusory or meaningless.
The NTSC, PAL, and SECAM encoding systems in particular respond in odd ways to
signals which have a separation value but no—or little—luminance.

9   Compatibility

The color signals in the HORACE system are carried on “tail codes”—at the end of the
transmission of luminance values for each line. The beginning of the next line is announced
by a unique synchronization code. Black-and-white decoders simply ignore the information
appended in this way, although the vertical data channel [5] indicates that tail codes may
be present. In this way, color signals may be viewed in black-and-white on such decoders,
although the picture won’t make a lot of sense if it isn’t composed of a standard RGB
color scene. Likewise, a color-equipped decoder will note the absence of tail codes in a
black-and-white incoming signal and produce a monochrome output.

Input and output cards can be produced to allow RGB, RGBY, NTSC composite,
S-type, and two-color inputs, and outputs or RGB, NTSC composite, S-type, or
subtractive color signals. Pictures received in interlaced or noninterlaced modes will be
rendered accordingly.

10   Conclusions

A useful color television picture may be transmitted in digital form suitable for encryption
by extension of the original HORACE protocol. Systems built to early versions of this
extended protocol will be tested using the various input and output sources described
herein and any other applicable situations suggested. Thereafter, the color extensions will
be formalized and published, allowing prospective users to define equipment with some or
all of the color features supplied, when color is required. Existing black-and-white
encoders and decoders will continue to serve mosts requirements, but a compatibility



    As a consequence of this compatibility, a ground station equipped with a color decoder need17

not also have a black-and-white decoder to handle all situations up to a given bit rate.

requirement already in the black-and-white standards will assure that black-and-white
encoded signals will be playable in black-and-white on color decoding equipment.17

Depending on the color resolution mode selected by the user, the addition of color will
increase the required data rate for equivalent resolution to a black-and-white image by a
factor of from slightly less than two to as low as 12%, worst case, and considerably less on
any “real” image with normal white balance and low saturation on most of the scene.
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